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Bank Row Sidewalk Improvement Project
Contract DPW 19-08
Addendum #1
September 13, 2018
The following questions have been received:
1) For the replacement of the frame and grate to frame and cover, is that going to be an
accessible cover that will be hinged or if the hole below can be filled can it be abandoned and
concrete sidewalk poured in its place?
Answer:
The new frame and cover shall not be an accessible cover that is hinged. It shall be bolted in
place and not be abandoned.
2) Do you have any specs on the frame and grate that you would want? Can it be aluminum
hatch doors or does it have to be steel?
Answer:
There are no specifications on the replacement frame and cover or on the replacement frame
and hatch doors. The existing dimensions shall be matched. Both of these shall be steel and not
aluminum.
3) Do we need to provide access to the stairway at all times or is there another way into the
building serviced by the stairway?
Answer:
Access to the stairway does not have to be provided at all times but should be maintained to the
maximum extent possible. There is another way into the building at the lower level.
4) I am assuming that for the curb cut we would be removing and resetting the existing granite
curb or will you want new granite curb?
Answer:
The existing granite curb shall be removed and reset. This work is a part of Item 5.
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